
PERSONAL PROJECT 

SPECIFICATIONS TO THE GOAL 

 AOI Specific Examples 



EXAMPLE 1 

 

AOI- APPROACHES TO LEARNING 

 
Question-  

How can I inspire students to care for their local 
environment? 

 

Product/Outcome- 

A workshop pack (with plan and materials)  

Delivery of the workshop to children 

 

Specifications- 

The workshop has: 

•clear and measurable objective 

•is the right length for the targeted students 

•includes a suitable number of activities for the  purpose 
of the objectives 

•includes a post-workshop evaluation questionnaire 



EXAMPLE 2 

 

AOI- COMMUNITY & SERVICE 

 
Question-What can I do to raise money for a leukemia 
charity? 

 

Product/Outcome- Completed fundraising campaign. 

Donation and presentation of funds to the charity 

 

Specifications- 

The campaign: 

•is clearly communicated to the school community 

•gives information to the community about how the money 
will be used 

•is of clear duration and has an event where money is 
donated 

•is appropriate to the target audience 



EXAMPLE 3 

 

AOI- HEALTH & SOCIAL EDUCATION 

 
Question- How can I help to make new students welcome to 
the school? 

 

Product/Outcome- Welcome pack and proposal for a 
‘buddy system’. 

 

Specifications- 

The proposal- 

•is clearly communicated with written support 

•is clear and well defined 

•gives evidence of research 

•shows the system is sustainable and cost effective to the 
school 

•shows that the pack is relevant to the new students 

•shows there would be support from other students 



EXAMPLE 4 

 

AOI- ENVIRONMENTS 

 
Question- How can I improve the school environment in 
a simple way? 

 

Product/Outcome- Arrangements of plants in areas of 
the school 

 

Specifications- 

•Location of plants--takes into account the health and 
safety policies of the school 

•Plants are easy to maintain 

•There is a range of plants providing a mix of foliage and 
colour 

•There is a system for ensuring that the plants are looked 
after 



EXAMPLE 5 

 

AOI- HUMAN INGENUITY 

 
Question- How can I show how important bamboo is to 

rural Chinese people? 

 

Product/Outcome- A mixed media, three dimensional, 

painting. 

 

Specifications- 

The painting: 

•includes images of how bamboo is used in daily life 

•is acrylic on canvas in observational style 

•is mixed media and realism-bamboo products attached 

to the canvas 

•is on canvas size 1mx1m 
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